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RESEARCHES I IT THE THEORY
of
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN.
Enviroranent influences the intellectual development of a race,
but is no less strongly reflected in its architecture. The
following historical outlines are of interest in this particular:
Egypt consist^ largely of a sandy desert, but has the Nile, whidi
fertilizes it, as well as supplies a means of communication, thus
affording sites for her ancient cities. Abundance of limestone
existed in the North, of sandstone in the central region, and of
granite in the South. Granite being a hard and lasting building
material, gave a character to the architecture of the country, and a
durability, to which the remains of the ancient monuments testify.
Brieve were also employed, though generally faced with some harder
material. There was an absence of wood suitable for building
purposes. The climate is of an even temperature, and thus was of
importance in developing the qualities of its architecture,
admitting of simplicity of construction, for some protection
was demanded against heat, there was no necessity for providing
against severely cold weather. Religion and architecture were
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intimately associated. The priesthood was powerful, possessed of
almost unlimited authority, and equipped with all the learning of
the age. The Egyptians were strong believers in a future state;
hence their care for the preservation of their dead, and the
erection of such everlasting monuments as the Pyramids. Their
despotic fon". of government and the fact that great masses of
people could be pressed into service at little cost were both
conditions favorabln to the execution of these worlds. The
principal remains of ancient Egyptian architecture are the Pyramids
and the temples. Wall-paintings, and sculptures, jewelry, bronze
implements, and utensils, which have been found in their tempels or
tombs, show that the race had attained a high place in art. The
extensive conquests extended into neighboring countries resulted
in collecting artisans and artists of all kinds, who influenced
the development of the race. Architectural monuments give the
impression of having been built for eternity, for all the remains
have a character of immense solidity, and of granduer. The
architectural effect of the temples is striking and characteristic.
The buildings decrease in height from front to rear and form a dis-
connected collection of structures of various sizes, often built
at different times, thus forming a direct contrast to the harmonious
unity of a Greek temple, which is all comprised within one order of
columns, and which is distinctly both in appearance and reality one
building
.
Greece, surrounded on three sides by the sea, was a great com-
mercial country, and its mountainous and coastal character was in-
strumental in producing a hardy and adventurous people. Marble was
the principal mineral production. This stone is the best monument-
al building material in ejiistence, and favors purity of line and
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refinement in detail, was undoubtedly an Important element in the
development of the style. The clinate of Greece is noticable for
hot sun, and heavy rains, factors to which were probably to a large
extent due the porticoes which were the chief features of their tem-||
pies. The characters of democratic Athens and conservative Egypt
are reflected in the difference betv/eon the Acropolis and Karnac
,
and it is clear the national games and religious festivals united
them in reverence for their religion, and gave them a love for music
the drama, and fine arts. The general architectural character of
the earliest works was archaic, heavy and severe, but a gradual
change toward refinement and beauty appeared, and in the later pe-
II
nods the proportions of the columns were more slender, the moulding;
more refined, and both carving and sculpture were of the highest
class, and became the crowning features of their great buildings.
Proportion was of the highest importance to the Greeks; they built
in truth fully, construction was apparent, and no mixture of prin-
ciples was allowed. Thus in Greek buildings we find simplicity,
harmony and unity. The Grecian style is essentially a columnar,
and trabeated style, one where a column of stone supporting a lintel
of the same material is the r^ain feature. The arch was never used
by the Greeks, v/ho seem to have known its existence, but to have
strongly objer-ted to any combining of different constructive systems.
Italy war. in a great many particulars similar to Greece, but
was not divided into little valleys in the srane way as in the great-
er part of Greece, and instead of her states being separate indepen-
dencies, they were united in one strong power. The geological
formations of Italy are more varied than in Greece, for besides m.ar-
ble we note, that other stones, brick and terra-cotta are largely
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used, even for their r.cre important buildings. Brick was employed
for the filling of walls with a stone or marble facing. As Roman
architecture spread over the entire world then known, it naturally
adapted itself to the local materials, but bricks or concrete in
combination with brick facing or banding were the favorite materials.
The climate of Italy varies from a temperate region in the ITorth, to
almost a tropical one in the South. The Romans adopted the colum-
nar and trabeated style of the Greeks, and combined it with the arch,
vrult and done construction, which it is presumed that they borrowed
from the Etruscans, and the union of these two diverse elements of
arch, and beam is the keynote of the style. In Greek architecture,
buildings were only one story high, but on account of varying needs
severed
the Romans built them in %w-e- stories, and the orders with column and
entablature complete were piled above each other. Thus the orders
ceased to be a constructive element, and became merely decorative
features. The tenqples follow in the main the Greek type, but with
far less refinem.ent in design and detail. The great Baths for re-
creation and study, the Amphitheatres, Aqueducts, Bridges and Basil-
icas are the evidences of Roman greatness. In these was shown
great constructive ability and a power to use the materials at hand
with the best possible results. Conquest, wealth and power were
ideals of the ..omans and are well expressed in their architecture.
And so It is, that the architecture of any one country, is in-
fluenced by its geographical location, its geological conditions, its
climate, its religion, its social and political state, and its his-
torical relations. Thus far we have considered the influence upon
the architecture of a country at large; the next step will be to
consider the method, which the architect pursues in working out the

design or the problem set before him.
Ferguson defines architecture as : "In fact nothing more than
the purely technic art of building and can only be elaborated suc-
cessfully on the same principles which guide and govern all the pure-
ly technic arts". Architecture is sometimes defined as construc-
tion with an artistic motive. Every construction subserves a de-
finite purpose, which purpose must accord with the material condi-
tion of the problem. The field of architecture is exceedingly
broad and one must deal with questions extending from engineering
to art. The architect is influenced in his work, by both mental
and material considerations. He begins with a general conception
of the particular work, that he is called upon to execute. This
|
he compares with the \7hole for which this particular work is to form
a part. He thinks in masses and relief and deduces a basis upon
j
which to elaborate. It will perhaps never be possible to reduce
the art of devising and arranging pleasing forms to an exact
science, but it is fully possible to analyze and classify such oper-
ations in a way, as to aid one in artistic conception and in compos-
ing a simple and harmonious design. Painters and sculptors exe-
cute while they conceive. Hot so the architect, for his conception
must not only undergo scientific investigation, but afterwards be
executed with materials, whose characteristics determine his
methods and limits of expression.
Artistic conception is the basis of Architectural as well as
other designs, and therein is a logical method by which all crea-
tive work may be developed. The first question arising is as to
the nature of the logical method. To proceed from general to
specific things is primarily to be remembered. Suppose a nation
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decides to open soon an international fair, or a certain community
is to abanr.ion its present location, for one more desirable, or
afain that a state, or a private individual desires; to build a great
university, or some other public institution, like a hospital, asy-
lum, or factories and fac tory-se ttlenents are to be laid out; when
such a problem is first proposed there can be nothing more than a
most general conception. In this general conception there is a
purpose, or object to be fulfilled and this controlling purpose,
which originates it, should be expressed in its architecture. It
is the entire composition, of which one first thinks and afterwards
retains a lasting impression, and this composition can only be suc-
cessful, where component parts each assume their proper position
with reference to the whole and harmoniously maintain themselves in
comparison with each other. On the other hand, confusion would
arise if the preliminary work were undertaken without a coraprehen-
a
sive idea of the whole and v/ithout^ previously formulated general
plan. Only the primary adoption, of a well conceived general plan
will permit the architect to proceed wisely and with confidence in
the creation of such works. When a problem is intrusted to an
architect, certain conditions are stipulated and it is his duty to
conform to these requirements as nearly as possible with due con-
sideration to utility, construction and feeling. These are points
to be ever kept before him, and in weighing and comparing them, his
decision can only be made by his judgment and common sense.
The vital part of a building, from which the rest is evolved,
is the plan. It should be most carefully conceived and studied
and if this be a really logical analysis it will follow; That the
most utilitarian conditions are fulfilled with the greatest simpli-
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city and harmony, which issues the best proportions and most beauti-
ful disposition of its various coniponent parts. The general dis-
tribution for any particular problem can be made in a variety of
j ways, which are typical for the solution, and which indicate cer-
tain foms or niode:^ of massing and grouping the different parts.
Among these numerous types, will be found a principal one which
will suit all the require.nients anc^ solve the problem. Plans are to
i:
j
be treated in general at first and not in individual parts or in de-
I
tail. The first sketches or schemes must be made at such a small
r
I scale that nothing, but the important parts can appear, thus enabl-
j
I
ing the architect to handle and conceive the building as a whole,
i
Here he is able to deal with the relative disposition of different
parts or portions, assign contrasts in thei-'* dimensions suitable to
I
the differences in their relative importance and in their uses, de-
I termine a proportion or relation, which must necessarily be felt
^
throughout the entire design. In studying the plan, the scale is
|;
thus successively enlarged until the plan is at last sufficiently
I enlarged, thus the distribution of minor parts and such matters as
j
interior decoration can be considered. In tihis way the proportion
' is preserved at the large scale, but which the eye cannot always
I
then fix readily, although at the smaller scale it is clearly evi-
dent .
If a logical course of reasoning has been pursued in the de-
velopment of the problem, it will necessarily follow, that due con-
,
sideratlon has been given to outlook, size, and shape of the
I groimd on which the building is to be placed. Points of the com-
pass or orientation will have beon duly considered, whether or not
any rooms or parts of the building require North or South exposure,
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or North and South light. The requirQipents of light, air, ventila-
tion and heatin.: will also have been satisfied. Thero are portions
of the plan, which are of primary importance, others are secondary,
and still others are less important. Each part whether it be a
principal or a minor one, will fulfil some function for a more im-
portant part, thus composing and uniting all, making from them^har-
monious whole.
A logical analysis of the plan may in some problems develope
into centralization and symmetry, but when this is the case, the
design should be a truthful expression, and no part should suffer
to permit others to be carried out. An unsymme trical design may
embody all requisites, and if it is worked out along logical lines
and in harmony, it produces a composition, which is as successful
as a symmetrical one. Arrangement is the essential point in plan-
ning, but it is not the only one. The design must appreciate
height, as well as length and breadth, for a pleasing relation must
exist between the three. One portion of the building, being in
itself harmonious, bears a definite relation to all other parts. To
secure this, it is necessary for the designer to retain in his ima-
gination the purposes for which, the building is intended, to clear-
ly conceive the arrangement adopte-J, its treatment both constructive-
ly and artistically thereby placing all in his mental vision, that
the observer sees, when the executed structure act;ually stands
before him. If a building is so analyzed and logically presented,
it will necessarily result that the most important rooms will have
the strongest supporting walls, the most skillfully considered de-
coration and by virt le of this analysis, they will occupy the most
important positions on the plan, and as a result of all these things
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the!'" representation on the plane surface or plan, will be gradually
wroug'it out as a work of beauty.
The following extract contains an explanation of the system of
reasoning; that guided T'r. Gamier in designing the Paris Opera House,
quoted from Mr. Harvey •s lectures at the City and Guilds of London
Institute: "He proceeded by elimination, a method of reasoning
which is quite scientific He asked himself firstly, *If I were
to leave out of my design every part thereof except one which part
alone would still allow the building to be used as a theatre?' The
answer was obvious; 'The part which is devoted to the scenery and
acting*. Such rudimentary theatres exist in "Cafes* Concerts"
of the Champs Elysees, wher.. a lightly built stage is erected in the
open, and the spectators are seated in a garden. In England we
have in the Punch and Judy Show a still more rudimentary theatre
than the cafe* concert; for Punch has a stage, but neither seats nor
a special area are provided for the spectators. Having come to
this conclusion, Mr. Gamier decided that he would make of the stage
of his theatre a distinct feature which would soar above every other
part of the building. After having found out what should be the
leadinf feature of his design. Monsieur Gamier proceeded likewise
to deter.nine the relative importance of the other parts of the
building. As it is evident that the auditorium, or house proper,
comes next to the stage in importance, he decided to make it the
second principal feature in the elevation of the building. Then
he grouped around the house proper, as its r.atural accompaniment,
all the subordinate parts devoted to the public, such as halls,
stairs, saloons (foyer) and refreshment rooms. On the other hand,
he grouped around the stage all the rooms devoted to administrative
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purposes. All these features, whether devoted to luxury or to
single adninis trati ve requirements, Monsier Garaier designefi in
such a way that their purpose should be at once recognized. But
this principle was not carried out to exaggeration. However
||
characteristically each part of the opera house is treated, it is
but a part of a general design in which it takes its place according-
to its relative importance. Seen from the outside, the Paris
Opera House reminds one of a well-organized army, with its general-
in-chief, its staff-officers, and its rank and file."
Thus the designer, while reasoning out his plan, has also re-
tained in his imagination parte, that may help make up the design,
of the exterior, whether or not a pleasing and harmonious effect may
be the result, as well as a logical treatment. Having the rela-
tion and the function the various parts of the plan bear to each
other, the designer aids his imagination by means of his pencil, in
conceiving how a certain combination or a proposed scheme will ap-
pear when executed. He is also by sketching at a very small scale,
able to deal with masses only and their outlines. After securing
||
a pleasing proportion, he can enlarge the design, studying and com-
paring new parts individually and in combination with the whole, as
they successively appear, but he must not lose sight of the fact, thffc
j
technique, is but the tool, wherewith he is enabled to express those
special conceptions, which come to him like Inspirations. The de-
signer does not allow himself to become overcrowded by the many
points requiring consideration before the design is complete, but
he proceeds step by step and Judges all things of importance accord-
ing to their relative value. His imagination and reasoning powers
deduce from the many schemes suggested one that completely realizes
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his preconceived ideal, and the excellence of the design depends
upon the elevation of this ideal. It is the trained Imacination
that is so efficient and enables one to think accurately. The de-
signer is influenced by his opportunites and his surroundings but
sentiment, precedent, and the typical fonns of buildings with which
he is familiar strongly affect him.
Mr. A. A. Broclnvay writes in a recent article on planning •*
"For it is after all, the spirit which underlies the work which
must be apprehended before one can hope to design afresh with like
inspiration. Purthe:^, one must enter into the spirit of the time
which produced the work, to gain the enthusiasm, which is so
essential in all good work. No man can do any creative work, from
the design of St. Peter's to a scroll on a book cover, without that
absorption which means concentrated effort and is in a word enthu-
siasm. "
There are certain indications in the design of a facades for a
l
building, which lead to an appreciation of the purpose for which the
interior is to be used, and these frequently increase the esthetic
value of the composition, but to express more than the general
nature or kind of building, should never be contemplated. To go
beyond this would be to express by some appropriate form of decora-
tion all parts, both essential and unimportant, which would be a
tendency toward vulgarity. For exairqple : A chemical Labratory
should not necessarily be different in general design from a Physi-
cal Labratory, except in minor details and in parts arranged accord-
ing to their technical uses.
Mr. H. R. ?!arshall writes in an article published in the
Architectural Record, January 1900; "It becomes evident that while
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the uses of a building, or of its parts, may be expressed in the
forms employed in the design, nevertheless this expression must be
beautiful, if it is to enhance the aesthetic character of the
||
structure. It is very easy to show that far from being solely
devoted to the expression of triith, all the arts are deliberately
concerned with and are based upon the adoption of conventions that
are ger se inherently untrue. No art attempts what can by any
stretch of terms be called a complete expression of truthfulness.
In all the arts, we find the artist working on the basin of conven-
tionalized falsities; and this is true even in those arts so dearly
dealing with realities that they are commonly designated as the
imitative arts. For instance in sculpture, which is perhaps the
most dearly imitative of all the arts, we find the artist expressing
his genius by presenting to us beauty of form in every case whatever
else he may do, and he generally represents for us living forms.
But for this purpose he uses lifeless material; and in order to em-
phasize the beauty of form, he deliberately avoids expression of
movement and color; therein assuming an unreal convention. The
painter goes even beyond the sculptor by assuming as a necessary
convention of his art and added falsity. He depicts form as does
the sculptor, and perspective and even movement, but all "in the
flat", or upon plane surfaces. The usual painter has a special
convention of his own which demands that the sense of flatness of
the constructional surface, of its attachment to the wall itself as
part and parcel of the building, must never be lost through all his
work. The painter gains his effects by assuming many untruths,
and endeavoring to produce merely true relations between color
masses; but the painter in mono-chrome and the draughtsman in
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black and white assiime yet another falsity, that of dealing merely
with the relations of mass and values of light, eliminating all
color. The correct doctrine for us to Inculcate is not the real-
ist's dogma Strive to express the truth", but one much more
^
modest, viz: "If you would produce Beauty, begin by avoiding un- . *
truth". In architecture, as in all the arts, untruth, insincerity,
lack of veracity and pretence, are in general disturbing, unpleasant "
and therefore ugly; if, therefore, a work of architecture is to have
permanent aesthetic value, it must avoid expressing untruth and
pretence. The aim of every artist should be to produce an object
of permanent beauty, in whatever material he may express his con-
j,
ception; this cannot well be done if he shocks the observer in any
way whatever, and the worst error is that of unreality. If the
artist be an architect, he cannot succeed in producing the effect
of permanent beauty in his buildings when persistently lying |l
about the construction enqployed, or if he constantly deceives us ,
in regard to the uses of the apartments he designs; but this is due
not to the fact that when he succeeds in producing an aesthetic
result the truth is expressed, but because lying and deception are
|
in themselves anti-aesthetic Correspondingly in Aethetics it is
easier to emphasize its value of truth than the necessity of avoid-
,
ing insincerity; nevertheless, it is perfectly legitimate, and
often most advantageous to avoid in architecture the emphasizing of
sor.e special structural truth, some uses of parts of buildings,
provided this emphasis woulo involve the production of forms that
are distinctly ugly; and this we do quite properly, as we easily
sec if we constantly bear in mind that the end proposed for each
and every artist, and for the architect as an artist, is the pro-
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dution of a worl: of beauty.**
This thouGhtfiil usin^- of structural principles expressed and
beautufied is responsible in a building to style. Semper defines
style &s follows: "A style is the stamp impressed upon a man's
work by the circumstances, which influenced it, while it was
being done." A building must be appropriate not only in its
design, but also in its material, which must be selected wisely
and used in the way, for which, it is best fitted and in so doing
the individuality of the designer is expressed.
Much has been written on design, most of which is very helpful
to the designer, for many ideas and many ways of modeling results
are suggested, the resources from which he draws being greatly
extended thereby. It is not true, if any work is being carried
on successfully to accomplish a certain result, that upon investi-
gating, why it is so successful, we find an administrative pov/er
directing it. Problems requiring the application of common sense
to matters of the most delicate appreciation present themselves
to the architect for solution, if he be qualified in all the
branches of his profession and he likewise has business ability,
he will be entrusted with the work to fulfil these needs; for
how much better if all the work from landscape gardening to
sculpture and interior decorating be under the general direction
of the architect.
Prom the foregoing article the following facts may properly
be deduced:
Influences There are certain geographical, geological.
of climatic, religious, social and political and
Invironment historical influences from which the designer
cannot be independent.

Architectural
Composition
.
Logical procedure
of
Analysis
.
Hygienic
Condi tons,
As a result, the skillful designer will endeavor
to adapt himself to the influences of all condi-
tions over which he has no control.
In artistic conception, there are conditions
which the designer may control and the forn
they take depends upon the acuteness of his
analysis, both of their requirements and their
artistic fulfillment.
There is a logical procedure in the analysis
a problem, which will produce a logical solu-
tion viz: To proceed from general to specific
things; from the whole to details.
Hygienic requirements are of primary importance
and must be fully satisfied.
Relative disposition There are differences in importance of the
of
Parts
.
Centralization
and
Symmetry
Decentralization
and
Dissyme try
.
parts of a building and their relative import-
ance should be suitably expressed.
Centralization and Symmetry are of importance
but are not controlling factors; they should
be used when they are the direct logical
analysis of the problem.
When a logical analysis favors decentralization
and dissyme try, these should be used in the
solution of the problem.
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Proportion
in
Spaco
.
Design
of
Interior and
Exterior.
Standard
of
Designer
.
Ir.dication
of
Purpose in
Facade
.
Convention
of
Porm.
Style
A relation exists between the three dimensions
height, length and brearJth and this proportion
depends upon the dolicacy of the designer's
appreciation of harmony.
The interior and exterior designs of a
building are in sympathy with each
other and should be logically treated
together.
The excellence of a design depends upon the
standard of the preconceived ideal of the
designer. The designer's trained
imagination, invironment, sentiment, precedent,
and familiar types of buildings influence him.
The general nature or kind of building should
only be expressed in the exterior design.
A tendency toward vulgarity results if
subordinate internal parts are too fully
indicated.
Expression of truth should not be carried to
extremes for it often then becomes harsh.
A work of architecture with permanent aesthetic
value must avoid the expression of untruth
and pretence
.
Character in design is the expression of the
individuality of the designer.
f
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Historic In exprossing architectural character
Style. and giving to it style, the designer is almost
wholly dependent upon the inherited forms,
which have been developed as the elements
of historic styles.
Scope of The architect should be qualified in all
Architect. branches of his profession and he should be
the general designer and director of the
entire composition, as well as of all dependent
works
.
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